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Welcome! Thank you for being
our guest this week at March
Moderns—three extraordinary
concerts in six days. I am thrilled
you are joining us for a part or for
all of this musical feast.
As a young music student, I remember being inspired and delighted by
the first music festivals I attended. What a joy to be able to move from
concert to concert all within a focused festival environment and to be
inspired in countless ways. I had the feeling that every person there was
eager to drink in all of the sounds, the ideas, the shapes, the colors—all
of these expressions offered by the generous (and very busy) performers,
sharing music by a broad spectrum of composers. I found it exhilarating
then and now, I am so happy to have the privilege to curate a mini-festival
for you with my distinguished and gifted colleagues of Conspirare.
As some of you may know, Conspirare began as a festival just over 25
years ago and every so often we love to return to our festival roots.
Festivals have been a meaningful way we can come together to engage
deeply with you through music. We’ve been honored to perform at
international festivals including the Eighth World Symposium on Choral
Music in Copenhagen, Denmark, the Polyfollia Festival in St. Lo, France,
and St. Olav Festival in Trondheim, Norway. Festival highlights closer to
home include the American Masterpieces Festival in 2007, Renaissance
and Response in 2011, Compassion in 2014, and many performances at
the Victoria Bach Festival. Today we are delighted to be with you in the
midst March Moderns, our current festival offering.
LISTEN TO TODAY
Over the course of the festival, we will share eight inspired works by
seven composers. The centerpiece of March Moderns is the world
premiere of Jocelyn Hagen’s Songs for Muska, a provocative and
compelling concert length work for singers and a small ensemble
of instruments set to the words of women poets from Afghanistan.
Conspirare commissioned Jocelyn to compose this work and we are
all extremely proud to present the complete work after a multi-year
partnership.
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Our Vanguard program illuminates the work of six extraordinary women.
Their works are rooted in empathy, justice and a desire for union, and
their music addresses several aspects of our current cultural climate with
reverence and compassion. Some of the works bring in compelling words
of Hildegard von Bingen, Walt Whitman and Langston Hughes, among
others.
Kile Smith’s Canticle is a sensual and profoundly beautiful setting of
St. John of the Cross’ Spiritual Canticle. I had the privilege of
commissioning and premiering this work in Cincinnati and I have been
eager to bring this work to our cherished Austin audiences. Canticle
is scored for three celli, vibraphone and voices.

...drink in all of the sounds, the ideas, the shapes, the colors—all
of these expressions...I am so happy to have the privilege to curate
a mini-festival for you with my distinguished and gifted colleagues
of Conspirare.

Each one of these March Moderns works is distinguished by elegant
craftsmanship and a clear and strong compositional voice. Beyond this,
however, these composers have all created deeply compelling musical
expressions which are at times powerful, beautiful and provocative. The
spectrum of thematic ideas, emotional content and musical style is broad,
rich and extraordinary. I hope you will listen in fascination and awe, as
I do, by the many ways these composers engage the human voice to
express stories from our shared human experience. It is thrilling and deeply
impactful. Sit back and listen deeply for the essence of their musical
communication to us.
We love making music for you. We call this dynamic choral art — and you
create the space in which the music finds life. I can’t wait to hear about
your experiences with this music of today.
With love,
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VANGUARD PROGRAM NOTES

Laus Trinitati
Hildegard van Bingen (1098-1179) was a woman of many talents - a
composer, abbess, writer, confidante and counselor, scientist, physician,
philosopher, poet and visionary. Many modern readers of her writings,
and modern listeners of her music, find in Hildegard a kindred spirit for
our times. Her imagery is vibrant and green, and her understanding of
God is expansive - encompassing both masculine and feminine traits as
well as features of the natural world around us. I am grateful to be able to
add my voice with hers in this song of praise to the blessed Trinity.
– Felicia Sandler
poet of the body and the soul
It was an honor to have been asked to compose the first commissioned
work for The College of New Jersey Chorale. Director John Leonard
suggested poetry from Leaves of Grass by Walt Whitman for a setting,
since that collection was published the same year as the founding of
the College in 1855. I was inspired by Whitman’s passionate Song of
Myself: No. 21. I was moved by this poem: its rich language, desire for
union, and the way it speaks to one’s entire being. I wanted the music to
reveal something of the inner and outer landscape of the poem through
changing harmonies, colors, and textures. Poet of the Body and the
Soul was commissioned with support from The Cultural and Intellectual
Community Program Council of TCNJ. The premiere took place at the
TCNJ Contemporary Music Festival on March 17, 2012. I wish to express
my gratitude to Fundación Valparaiso in Mojácar, Spain for providing
ideal time and space to compose this work.
– Andrea Clearfield
Ad Genua / To the Knees
Ad Genua was commissioned by the Philadelphia-based chamber
choir The Crossing. It is one of a series of responses by contemporary
composers to Dieterich Buxtehude’s sacred oratorio of 1680 Membra
Jesu Nostri. Buxtehude’s piece comprises seven cantatas, each
addressed to one of the limbs of Christ hanging on the cross. My piece is
a response to the second cantata, Ad Genua (To the Knees).
Guðrún Eva Mínervudóttir’s beautiful text inspired the lyricism of the solo
voice that planted the seeds for the music. The music is also inspired
by the notions of humility and of turning a blind eye - and a sense of
longing for beauty in the face of pain and difficulty. The music envelops
the solo voices in a dreamlike state, both terrifying and calm at the same
time. She is surrounded by elements that occupy the same space, but
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she is alone, unheard – passionately longing for “reality” to resonate with
her. But it is easy not to see the pain that does not belong to you.
Ad Genua was first performed by The Crossing and International
Contemporary Ensemble conducted by Donald Nally at the Philadelphia
Episcopal Cathedral on 24 June 2016.
– Anna Thorvaldsdottir
To Sit and Dream
Setting the poetry of the same title by Langston Hughes, this text
addresses “our problem world” with the hope that those who dare to
dream can “make our world anew”. The composer sought to capture,
in concert form, the jazz influences harmonically that were such a part
of Hughes’ world. She sought to utilize harmonic colors that could be
both “dark” (representing “our problem world”) and “bright” (“our
world anew”) dependent upon the listener’s perspective. In her mind, the
composer imagined Hughes, in his apartment, in solitude, reading the
paper, overwhelmed by the realities of America’s present state, yet daring
to dream of a better day. Almost in a state of trance, he makes his way to
the busy streets of New York, reaching out his hand to passersby–those of
like mind who will join him in being a catalyst for positive change. Many
respond positively and joyfully to his invitation and begin to reach out to
others. This idea is expressed in the last section of the song as parts enter
successively singing, “I reach out my hand to you,” then join in one voice.
For a few moments, everyone one reaches out to everyone else in love
and peace. In the final phrase of the song “to sit and dream,” Hughes
awakens– the newspaper headlines still before him–and resolves that he
may never see such a day, except when he sits and dreams.
To the Hands
The Crossing commissioned To the Hands as a response to Ad manus from
Dieterich Buxtehude’s 17th century masterpiece, Membra Jesu Nostri. It
is a part of the Seven Responses project and was performed by members
of The Crossing, the International Contemporary Ensemble (ICE), and the
early music ensemble Quicksilver, alongside the complete Buxtehude and
new works by six other composers.
~
To the Hands begins inside the 17th century sound of Buxtehude.
It expands and colors and breaks this language, as the piece’s core
considerations, of the suffering of those around the world seeking refuge,
and of our role and responsibility in these global and local crises, gradually
come into focus.
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VANGUARD PROGRAM

VA N G A U R D P R O G R A M N O T E S C O N T.

The prelude turns the tune of Ad manus into a wordless plainchant melody,
punctured later by the strings’ introduction of an unsettling pattern. The
second movement fragments Buxtehude’s choral setting of the central
question, “quid sunt plagae istae in medio manuum tuarum,” or “what are
these wounds in the midst of your hands.” It settles finally on an inversion
of the question, so that we reflect, “What are these wounds in the midst
of our hands?” We notice what may have been done to us, but we also
question what we have done and what our role has been in these wounds
we see before us.
The text that follows in the third movement is a riff on Emma Lazarus’
sonnet The New Colossus, famous for its engraving at the base of the
Statue of Liberty. The poem’s lines “Give me your tired, your poor,/ Your
huddled masses yearning to breathe free” and its reference to the statue’s
“beacon-hand” present a very different image of a hand — one that is
open, beckoning, and strong. No wounds are to be found there — only
comfort for those caught in a dangerous and complex environment. While
third movement operates in broad strokes from a distance, the fourth
zooms in on the map so far that we see the intimate scene of an old
woman in her home, maybe setting the table for dinner alone. Who is she,
where has she been, whose lives has she left? This simple image melts into
a meditation on the words in caverna from the Song of Solomon, found in
Buxtehude’s fourth section, Ad latus.
In the fifth movement the harmony is passed around from one string
instrument to another, overlapping only briefly, while numerical figures
are spoken by the choir. These are global figures of internally displaced
persons, by country, sourced from the Internal Displacement Monitoring
Centre (IDMC) data reported in May 2015 (accessed on 20/03/2016 at
www.internal-displacement.org). Sometimes data is the cruelest and most
honest poetry.
The sixth and final movement unfolds the words in caverna into the
tumbling and comforting promise of “ever ever” — “ever ever will I hold
you, ever ever will I enfold you”. They could be the words of Christ, or of a
parent or friend or lover, or even of a nation.
– Caroline Shaw
Now Our Meeting’s Over This arrangement of the American folk song
“Now Our Meeting’s Over” was commissioned by The Singers and
Minnesota Choral Artists.
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Laus Trinitati			
				
poet of the body and the soul
Ad genua
To Sit and Dream
To the Hands
Now our Meeting’s Over
				

Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179),
arr. Felicia Sandler (b. 1961)
Andrea Clearfield (b. 1960)
Anna Thorvaldsdóttir (b. 1977)
Rosephanye Powell (b. 1962)
Caroline Shaw (b. 1982)
American Folk Song,
arr. Jocelyn Hagen (b. 1980)

T E X T S & T R A N S L AT I O N S

Laus Trinitati
Praise to the Trinity,
Laus Trinitati,
which is sound and life.
quae sonus et vita.
Creator of all that is,
Accreatrix omnium,
all that has life within it;
vita ipsorum est;
And which is the praise
Et quae laus
of the angelic throng –
Angelicae turbae –
And the marvelous mysterious splendor,
Et mirrus splendor arcanorum
That humankind cannot understand;
Quae hominibus ignota sunt est;
And which is in all that is alive.
Et quae in omnibus vita est.
– Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179)
poet of the body and the soul
I am the poet of the Body and I am the poet of the Soul,
The pleasures of heaven are with me and the pains of hell are with me,
The first I graft and increase upon myself, the latter I translate
into new tongue.
I am the poet of the woman the same as the man,
And I say it is as great to be a woman as to be a man,
And I say there is nothing greater than the mother of men.
I chant the chant of dilation or pride,
We have had ducking and deprecating about enough,
I show that size is only development.
I am he that walks with the tender and growing night,
I call to the earth and sea half-held by the night.
Press close bare-bosom’d night-press close magnetic nourishing night!
Night of south winds-night of the large few stars!
Still nodding night-mad naked summer night.
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Smile O voluptuous cool-breath’d earth!
Earth of the slumbering and liquid trees!
Earth of departed sunset-earth of the mountains misty-topt!
Earth of the vitreous pour of the full moon just tinged with blue!
Earth of shine and dark mottling the tide of the river!
Earth of the limpid gray of clouds brighter and clearer for my sake!
Far-swooping elbow’d earth-rich apple-blossom’d earth!
Smile, for your lover comes.
Prodigal, you have given me love-therefore I to you give love!
O unspeakable passionate love.
– Walt Whitman (1819-1892), excerpted from Song of Myself: No. 21
Ad Genua / To the Knees of Jesus
I fall to my knees
I fall
I fall
I fall
to my knees and
ask forgiveness for
lazy thoughts,
unseemly hunger
and
the beautiful, wild stampede of my fear
I fall to my knees
I fall
I fall
I fall
to my knees and into
the dark haze
of the purple, innocent sky
I fall deep into the sky and beg
for clarity,
true satisfaction
and union of the soul
I give myself up
I give
I give up
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I fall to my knees
I fall
I fall
I fall
to my knees and worship
the eternal music
– Gudrun Eva Mínervudóttir (b. 1976)
To Sit and Dream
To sit and dream,
to sit and read,
To sit and learn about the world
Outside our world of here and now
— our problem world—
To dream of vast horizons of the soul
Through dreams made whole,
Unfettered free—help me!
All you who are dreamers, too.
Help me make our world anew.
I reach out my hands to you.
– Langston Hughes (1902-1967)
To the Hands
I. Prelude [no text — choir on vowels only]
II. in medio / in the midst
quid sunt plagae istae
quid sunt plagae istae in medio manuum
tuarum in medio
quid sunt plagae istae
quid sunt plagae istae in medio manuum nostrarum
what are those wounds
what are those wounds in the midst of your
hands in the midst
what are those wounds
what are those wounds in the midst of our hands
– Buxtehude’s Ad manus — Zechariah 13:6 — adapted by Caroline
Shaw, with the addition of in medio manuum nostrarum (“in the
midst of our hands”)
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III. Her beacon-hand beckons
Her beacon-hand beckons:
give
give to me
those yearning to breathe free
tempest-tossed they cannot see
what lies beyond the olive tree
whose branch was lost amid the pleas
for mercy, mercy
give
give to me
your tired fighters fleeing flying
from the
from the
from
let them
i will be your refuge
i will be your refuge
i will be
i will be
we will be
we will
– Caroline Shaw, responding to the 1883 sonnet The New Colossus
by Emma Lazarus, which was mounted on the pedestal of the
Statue of Liberty in 1903
IV. ever ever ever
ever ever ever
in the window sills or
the beveled edges
of the aging wooden frames that hold
old photographs
hands folded
folded
gently in her lap
ever ever
in the crevices of
the never-ending efforts of
the grandmother’s tendons tending
to her bread and empty chairs
left for Elijah
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where are they now
in caverna
in caverna
– Caroline Shaw, the final line, in caverna, is from Buxtehude’s
Ad latus — the line from the Song of Songs, in foraminibus petrae,
in caverna maceriae, or “in the clefts of the rock, in the hollow
of the cliff”
V. Litany of the Displaced
The choir speaks global figures of internal displacement, sourced from
the Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre. The numbers spoken are
the numbers of internally displaced persons by country, in ascending
order. These are people, some of whom may have legal refugee status,
who have been displaced within their own country due to armed conflict,
situations of generalized violence or violations of human rights.
VI. i will hold you
i would hold you i would hold you
ever ever will i hold you
ever ever will i enfold you
in medio
in medio
in medio
in medio
in medio manuum tuarum
– Caroline Shaw, the final line is a reprise from the Zechariah text
Now Our Meeting’s Over
Now fathers, now our meeting’s over, fathers, we must part,
And if on earth we meet no more, I love you in my heart.
Chorus:
Then we’ll land on that shore,
then we’ll land on that shore.
Then we’ll land on that shore and we’ll shout forever more!
Now, sisters,...
Now, mothers,...
Now, brothers,...
– American Folk Song
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SONGS FOR MUSKA PROGRAM NOTE

In May of 2014, Craig Hella Johnson recommended that I read a newly-released
book of poetry: I am the Beggar of the World: Landays from Contemporary
Afghanistan, translated by journalist Eliza Griswold. A landay is a folk couplet —
an oral and often anonymous scrap of song created by and for mostly illiterate
people: the more than 20 million Pashtun women who span the border of
Afghanistan and Pakistan. I was instantly drawn in by the beauty, efficiency, and
hard truths packed into these dense statements about their lives. Because of
restrictions made by the Taliban, these women weren’t allowed to read or write,
let alone show ownership of any kind of creative free speech. These landays have
traditionally belonged to no single Pashtun woman, and, therefore, belonged to
all of them.
In the foreword to I am the Beggar of the World, Griswold cites a landay written
by a teenage poet who called herself Rahila Muska.
“I call. You’re stone.
One day you’ll look and find I’m gone.”
Muska, like many young and rural Afghan women, wasn’t allowed to leave her
home. Her father removed her from school in the fifth grade, as educating girls
was seen as dishonorable and dangerous. She learned poetry at home, from
other women and from the radio. (In the beginning, landays were often shared
around a fire. These kinds of gatherings are now rare because of the 40 years of
chaos and conflict this area of the world has endured. Now people share landays
virtually via the Internet, Facebook, text messages, and the radio.) Muska was a
rising literary talent, and as a young teenager she often phoned in to the radio
to share the landays she had written. When her brothers discovered this in the
spring of 2010, they beat her badly for exercising her creativity and free will. She
responded by burning herself in protest, and died soon after.
When composing this work, I wanted to weave the spirit of these women and
their culture into the music. You will notice that there is a lot of repetition in
the words, and that these words are often passed between different women
in the ensemble. This compositional technique honors the way in which these
landays are shared: spoken, woman to woman. I have studied the folk music of
Afghanistan and incorporated specific drum patterns and scales. I even ordered
a traditional daireh drum and had it shipped to me from Istanbul.

In my research I also found another book of poetry, published in 2015, called
Load Poems Like Guns, which became extremely influential in the creation of
Songs for Muska. Poet Farzana Marie spent years in Afghanistan as a civilian
volunteer, Air Force officer, and scholar. In this book of poetry she translates the
poems of eight leading women poets from Herat, Afghanistan, a seat of culture
and arts for that region of the world. She translated these poems from Persian
Dari, and in the introduction to the book she tells the story of one of the featured
poets, Nadia Anjuman, and her painful struggle to gain artistic recognition as a
leading female poet, her forced unhappy marriage, and her tragic death at the
hands of her husband.
It is important to note that these two books of poems feature poetry from
women of two different regions of Afghanistan. Women in Herat are attending
the University and getting their poetry published, yet many rural women remain
illiterate and uneducated. Their world is slowly changing, but there is still a lot
of work to do. According to an article in The Washington Post from November
of 2017, Afghanistan is ranked in last place among the countries of the world,
tied with Syria, for the way their society treats their women when it comes to
inclusion, justice, and security.
This performance is a gift to Muska, and Nadia, and to all the women of
Afghanistan who dare to record their experiences through poetry - written down
or not. As an outsider to their culture and way of life, I cannot speak for them. As
an artist I am drawn to the female experience, from across the globe and across
time. The stories of these women’s lives should be shared. This music is simply a
window into their complicated world and, like Eliza Griswold has done, a chance
to enlighten a broader community. While their lives are drastically different than
the ones we lead, commonalities are found in the truths so eloquently delivered
in these poems that resonate with our basic human emotions: love, grief,
frustration, humor, and belonging.
– Jocelyn Hagen

I am a folk singer at heart, and the combination of my own singing experiences
and the elements of Afghan musical traditions mingle in different ways
throughout the work. I stretched myself to push my folk-inspired melodies into
the weighted scales of their traditional folk music. I have a deep affection for
popular music and was inspired to include rhythmic speech after learning about
Paradise Sorouri, Afghanistan’s first female rapper.
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S O N G S F O R M U S K A B Y J O C E LY N H A G E N

featuring landays from I am the Beggar of the World, by Eliza Griswold &
translated poems from Load Poems Like Guns, by Farzana Marie
I. Processional					
XIV. Drones		
II. I Call					
XV. Separation		
III. Tassel on Your Drum				
XVI. My Sleeping Heart
IV. I’m in love!					
XVII. These Days		
V. Load Poems Like Guns				
XVIII. You’re Stone		
VI. These Bleeding Tulips				
XIX. The Moon’s Shadow
VII. Daughter					
XX. Ghazal		
VIII. Protest					
XXI. Farewell		
IX. Smoke-Bloom				
XXII. For Nadia		
X. Blisters					
XXIII. A Gamble		
XI. Sisters					
XXIV. It Is Not Finished
XII. And the Word Null				
XXV. I’m gone
XIII. Ode to My Earrings			

All Images by Seamus Murphy / VII
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T E X T S & T R A N S L AT I O N S

I. Processional				

II. I Call					
I call. You’re stone.				
One day you’ll look and find I’m gone.
– Traditional Landay
III. Tassel on Your Drum				
If you hide me from the Taliban,				
I’ll become a tassel on your drum.			
– Traditional Landay
IV. I’m in love!
			
I’m in love! I won’t deny it, even if			
you gouge out my green tattoos with a knife.
How much simpler can love be?
Let’s get engaged now. Text me.
– Traditional Landay
V. Load Poems Like Guns				
Load poems like guns —				
war’s geography calls you
to arms.
The enemy has no signs,
counter-signs,
colors
signals
symbols!
Load poems like guns —
each moment is loaded
with bombs
bullets
blasts
death-sounds —
death and war
don’t follow rules
you can make your pages into white flags
a thousand times
but swallow your words, say no more.
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Load your poems —
your body —
your thoughts —
like guns.
The schoolhouses of war rise up
within you.
Maybe you
are next.
– Somaia Ramish, translated by Farzana Marie
VI. These Bleeding Tulips				
They gave no quarter in those freezing nights,		
only darkness, filled with laments.
First they crushed the heart’s defenses,
then tore limb from every limb of tree and leaf
and gardens blooming tulips in the spring:
they marked them all for summary destruction
(amazingly in the commotion a bird broke free).
As the locust-army marched en masse on rows of wheat
without cause except for ignorance
and blind to the horizon of their history,
they filled their laps with slaughtered innocents.
Don’t speak of the zeal of those bleeding tulips;
their destroyers’ slogans were all Islam and liberation
but they came in anything but peace.
And now the world thinks it knows us
by the famous “valor” of the Afghan nation.
– Roya Sharifi, translated by Farzana Marie
VII. Daughter					
Listen, friends, and share my despair.			
My cruel father is selling me to an old goat.
God, you gave me eyes to see
but this cruel white-bearded goat is blinding me.
You sold me to an old man, father.
May God destroy your home; I was your daughter.
– Traditional Landay

VIII. Protest					
My fingers tap the table				
seven thousand seven hundred and seventy-seven times —
		
my sign of protest.
When the neighbor’s kid continues
to learn “b” for battlefield
and “j” for jihad,
how will we be able to breathe
through the gunpowder?
What can we do?
Our days are spun from night
and we are woven dark, everyone groping
for someone’s hand.
– Elaha Sahel, translated by Farzana Marie
IX. Smoke-Bloom 				
I’m full of the feeling of emptiness,			
full.
An abundant famine
boils me in my soul’s fevered fields,
and this strange waterless boiling
startles the image in my poem
to life.
I watch the new-living picture,
a peerless rose
blush across the page!
But barely has she first breathed,
when streaks of smoke begin
to obscure her face and fumes
consume her perfumed skin.
– Nadia Anjuman, translated by Farzana Marie
X. Blisters				
Come, let’s lie here thigh to thigh				
If you climb on, I won’t cry
Bright moon, for the love of God tonight
Don’t blind two lovers with such naked light.
Our secret love has been discovered.
You run one way and I’ll flee the other.
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Because my love’s American,
blisters blossom on my heart.
– Traditional Landay
XI. Sisters				
When sisters sit together,			
they always praise their brothers.
When brothers sit together,
they sell their sisters to others.
– Traditional Landay
XII. And the Word Null			
You said write				
You said, tell me of the miracle of
words, you said
I became a stream of speech
for you
of words from the beginning
That in the beginning was the word and the word was
the beginning.
But I knew nothing
of the end
of becoming nothing
of being
nothing.
I said, how can I write your non-existence?
I spit myself onto a page
a painting that sent
the alphabet to its death.
In this way a thousand-and-nothing ancestors
of a generation of nothing-becomes
face ruin.
Your scandal
or mine?
And existence is everything that from the beginning
was my likeness
the painting
was the likeness
of my painting
that wrote nothing more.

XIII. Ode to My Earrings				
This is for you who continually				
tremble
whirl
shimmy
you who are green at heart
with a slender frame —
I’ve reserved a place for you
on my shoulders
where you can live,
where, hey!
you can dance to every wind,
move to every tune
here on my shoulders
and sing a melody for the others.
Happiness is the color yellow —
it shines
it spins
even if it is night —
even if the wind is silent
and anxiety’s lamp is ignited.
– Elaha Sahel, translated by Farzana Marie
XIV. Drones					
Leave your sword and fetch your gun.			
Away to the mountains, Americans have come.
If the Taliban weren’t here for the world to see,
these foreigners would be free to occupy every sacred country.
The drones have come to the Afghan sky.
The mouths of our rockets will sound in reply.

And the word null
and the word dust
and the word superfluous.
– Somaia Ramish, translated by Farzana Marie
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May God destroy your tank and your drone,
you who’ve destroyed my village, my home.
May God destroy the Taliban and end their wars.
They’ve made Afghan women into widows and whores.
– Traditional Landays
XV. Separation				
Separation, you set fire			
in the heart and home of every lover.
In Policharki Prison, I’ve nothing of my own,
except my heart’s heart lives between its walls of stone.
Separation brought this kind of grief:
it made itself a mullah (tyrant) and me the village thief.
Separation followed me with an axe.
Wherever I laid love’s foundation, the axe smashed it.
– Traditional Landays
XVI. My Sleeping Heart				
Of water I can’t have even a taste.			
My lover’s name, written on my heart, would be erased.
May God make you into a riverbank flower
so I may smell you when I go to gather water.
If you couldn’t love me from the start,
then why did you awake my sleeping heart?
– Traditional Landays
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XVII. These Days					
These days, their plagues oppress us				
with tyranny, toil, and why?				
No sign of kindness, mercy,
or compassion appears to us.
Time tears down the heart’s
love-carved roof beams, exposes us
to naked sky, the overseer
of these midnight doubts and sighs.
The age has left a souvenir for us
(even as it conjures new sufferings):
a sickly body and pain without remedy.
The world’s vicious riptide leaves us
no hope of this night-journey ever reaching morning:
a ship broken, the captain intact.
It is impossible for us
to straighten our backs when our legacy
is a chest-full of regrets. We were crushed,
and time’s best advice for us?
Get used to my cruelty, it burns but you can learn
to tolerate the burning, it said to us.
So we buried our cries in our hearts, buried our voices
in tombs of tired throats. What’s left for us
but to imagine the dreams that might have come true for us?
The sea overwhelms Sahel, whose cries resound;
as footsteps fade, she left her tears to us.
– Fereshta Nilab Sahel Noorzayi, translated by Farzana Marie
XVIII. You’re Stone				
I call. You’re stone.					
One day you’ll look and find I’m gone.
– Traditional Landay
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XIX. The Moon’s Shadow			
Can you recall where				
I lost you

XXII. For Nadia					
The sky died					
for the wind that split open its chest

or where
in the soil my fingerprints
were?

We all died for you
though fate’s sleight of hand snuck you from us

Or perhaps those weren’t prints, just
a remnant
of the moon’s shadow.
– Fariba Haidari, translated by Farzana Marie

And you smiled from the sky
for us
and for the moments we carry away
from our memories.
– Somaia Ramish, translated by Farzana Marie

XXIII. A Gamble 				
XX. Ghazal				
Whatever we had or didn’t have, we inevitable lost —
I am tired of repeat, repeat, and again repeat:		
all that a life amasses, in one turn, lost.
lay head on wall’s shoulder…repeat —				
Despite the warning shout of the garden’s guard we lost
life, love and comfort leave a bad taste
the tall date palm to axe-carrying man
so suffer this stubborn sting alone…repeat.
and where can we carry this shame? — we lost
Torment grips me all the way down to the deep
our simpler selves to the dollar, the dinar
as the death-dagger-blood-reel continually repeats.
and from the height of valor we never actually had, we lost
Hear the ailing narrator of this bitter tale,
our bearings, fell by accident into getting and having.
the story life builds breath by breath…repeat.
We return to the matter of the lantern, having lost
Believe just for one, how bad it hurts —
the sun again in shadows on the wall.
don’t leave beside me an empty seat.
And woe to us, who lost the words just
– Nilufar Niksear, translated by Farzana Marie
as we were about to testify. Don’t give us
another speech about recovering what we lost:
XXI. Farewell				
we are blurred with we were when we gambled and lost
I want to leave this “home” and go				
the future in the replay in the present of the past.
to the grasslands, pack up and go				
– Roya Sharifi, translated by Farzana Marie
to a place I imagine soaked in the scent of peace —
no? If that land does not exist I will go
XXIV. It Is Not Finished
to the dust-scented desert, go
And whether or not I exist,				
no matter how many times they bind
it is not finished,
my feet, the ties will rot and I will go
not yet finished.
in search of a country of lovely souls.
– Elaha Sahel, translated by Farzana Mari
These colorful clothes did no good, I will go
now robed in white. The lovers call: come!
XXV. I’m gone					
The time of farewells has come and I must go!
I call. You’re stone.					
– Fereshta Nilab Sahel Noorzayi, translated by Farzana Marie
One day you’ll look and find I’m gone.
– Traditional Landay
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S O N G S F O R M U S K A C R E AT I V E C O L L A B O R AT O R S

Jocelyn Hagen composes music that has been described as
“simply magical” (Fanfare Magazine) and “dramatic and deeply
moving” (Star Tribune, Minneapolis/St. Paul). Her first forays
into composition were via songwriting, and this is very evident
in her work. The majority of her compositional output is for the
voice: solo, chamber and choral. Her dance opera collaboration
with choreographer Penelope Freeh, titled Test Pilot, received
the 2017 American Prize in the musical theater/opera division
as well as a Sage Award for “Outstanding Design.” The panel
declared the work “a tour de force of originality.” Her melodic
music is rhythmically driven, texturally complex, and has recently become
more experimental in nature. In 2013 she released an EP entitled MASHUP,
in which she performs Debussy’s “Doctor Gradus Ad Parnassum” while
singing Ed Sheeran’s “The A Team.” Jocelyn is also one half of the band
Nation, an a cappella duo with composer/performer Timothy C. Takach, and
together they perform and clinic choirs from all over the world.
Her commissions include Conspirare, The Minnesota Orchestra, the
American Choral Directors Associations of Minnesota, Georgia, Connecticut
and Texas, the North Dakota Music Teacher’s Association, Cantus, the Boston
Brass, the Metropolitan Symphony Orchestra, and The Houston Chamber
Choir, among many others. She is currently an artist-in-residence at North
Dakota State University and regularly composes for their ensembles. For ten
years she was a composer-in-residence for the professional choir she also
sang in: The Singers, under the direction of Matthew Culloton. Her music
has been performed all over the world, including Carnegie Hall and Lincoln
Center in New York City. Her work is independently published through JH
Music, as well as Graphite Publishing, G. Schirmer, Santa Barbara Music
Publishing, Fred Bock Music Publishing, and Boosey and Hawkes.

Somaia Ramish is a poet, writer and women’s activist. She was
born 1986 in Herat, Afghanistan. She graduated with an M.A.
in Persian at Delhi University. Ramish started writing as a young
girl with the Etefaaq Islam newspaper, a 90-year old prestigious
periodical in Herat and became editor of the Women’s Section
and has written for another newspaper. Ramish is director of New
Thinkers Social and Cultural Organization and she is published in
the Radia Shahrzad (Girls Radio) in Herat, Afghanistan. Ramish
has published three books of her poetry in Persian, English, and
Urdu in many different collections and magazines. She has 12
years experience in cultural and social issues. Ramish is director of the Herat
sister city committee and initiated a relationship between Herat and Consul
Bluffs City, USA in 2016!
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In 2014 she was elected to the Herat Provincial Council with an
overwhelming popular vote that was unprecedented on a provincial level.
She served for fout years on the council. She is a candidate in the 2019
parliament election.

Farzana Marie grew up in Chile, California, and Kazakhstan.
She first fell in love with Afghanistan when she worked as a
volunteer teacher in a Kabul orphanage in 2003-04. After
graduating from the Air Force Academy, she served on
active duty for over six years, including two in Afghanistan.
She now has a PhD in Persian Literature from the University
of Arizona. Farzana compiled, translated, and introduced the
book Load Poems like Guns: Women’s Poetry from Herat,
Afghanistan and is the author of the poetry chapbook Letters
to War and Lethe and the nonfiction book, Hearts for Sale!
A Buyer’s Guide to Winning in Afghanistan. Farzana suffered from a stroke
while working for the military in Afghanistan. She has aphasia, which is loss
of language, not intellect. Farzana is highly motivated and growing and
healing everyday.

Jennifer Hart has been commissioned by Ballet Austin,
Ballet Austin ll, Ballet Nouveau Colorado, James Sewell
Ballet, Minnesota Dance Theater, The Walker Art Center’s
Momentum Series, The McKnight Fellowship for Dancers,
Metropolitan Ballet Project, University of Kansas, University
of Massachusetts, Lawrence Ballet Theatre, and Merick
Strategies for its production of Leonard Bernstein’s “Mass.”
In 2011, Hart was awarded a New York City Ballet Fellowship
and won third place at the Saint-Sauveur International Choreography
Competition. She received second place at Ballet Nouveau Colorado’s
choreography competition, and was one of three winners of the University
of Kansas’ choreography competition. She was chosen three times to
present work at Ballet Builders, New Choreographers on Point in NYC. She
was commissioned by University of Massachusetts in the fall of 2013 which
was chosen for the National College Dance Festival at the Kennedy Center.
In 2014, she formed Performa/Dance with Ballet Austin dancer Edward
Carr. Her work for Performa/Dance has been awarded four Austin Critic’s
Table awards for Best Short Work, Best Choreographer, and Best Dance
Concert, and has been on several Top Ten lists. Along with her work in
concert dance, she has choreographed and performed cabaret shorts for
nightclubs and television.
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CANTICLE PROGRAM NOTE

Canticle is a setting of the great mystical work of St. John of the Cross, The
Spiritual Canticle of the Soul and the Bridegroom Christ. The 40-stanza poem
is revered as one of the great religious and literary works of the 16th century.
Following the tradition of the biblical Song of Solomon (or Song of Songs),
St. John personifies, with symbolic and beautiful imagery, the journey of the soul,
through the travails of the world, to union with her bridegroom.
Though John of the Cross is a revered Christian saint (he also wrote what
is known as The Dark Night of the Soul), he does not mention Christ in the
Spiritual Canticle, nor does he delineate any theology. It abounds with religious
symbolism, but like the Song of Solomon from the Torah, it is a poem with
universal appeal. Adherents of all spiritual and meditative disciplines will
immediately recognize the dangers, delights, side-steps, ecstasy, and peace
described in the Spiritual Canticle.
Canticle is composed for choir with three cellos and one percussionist playing
vibraphone, bass drum, and tambourine. Lasting just over an hour, it follows
the three sections laid out by St. John, each prefaced by a short instrumental
statement. These Meditations use an old Swedish Sanctus, the “Holy, Holy, Holy”
played by one cello in the opening, then two cellos in imitative counterpoint
to open Section Two, then three at the beginning of the last section, all
accompanied by vibraphone.

But music, like love, has its own reasons, and in this I rest,
hoping that there may be untapped surprises and comfort
in any performance of Canticle.

Section One, The Search for the Beloved, covers about one-third of the length
of the piece, but Section Two, Preparations for Perfect Union, takes only half
that time, leaving about a half-hour, or one-half of the total duration, for Section
Three, Full Union. These sections and any movements headed by titles (The
Bride, The Bridegroom, Question of the Creatures, Answer of the Creatures)
were so designated by St. John.
Since the poem is in 40 five-line stanzas (each of which in the Spanish follow
the same rhythm and rhyme scheme), I decided early on to combine them
into various groupings. I hoped to complement the logic and tempo of the
narrative—for it is a narrative, however symbolic and mysterious—while
allowing the various musical settings to have their own way. A few verses stand
by themselves, and one is split into two parts (Nos. 8 and 9 here), just as in
the poem.
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The lion’s share of the text given to a character is the Bride’s, so it wouldn’t do to
assign the Bride to the women and the Bridegroom to the men. Either the men
wouldn’t have much to sing at all, or the words would have to be unbalanced
with repetition, an intolerable burden on an already long text. Besides, since we
are all the Bride seeking the Bridegroom, we must all be able to partake in the
representation, so the choral parts and occasional soloists from within the choir
are used in whatever manner that seemed appropriate musically.
St. John himself wrote an exhaustive commentary on his own work, clearly
explaining all the imagery and symbolism. Much of the language will be familiar
to anyone who has read mystical literature or metaphysical poetry, but still, there
are some difficulties.
The foxes in No. 10, for instance, are those thoughts or intrusions that would
destroy the garden or its fruit. In No. 13, “where your mother was corrupted,”
“mother” is our human nature which dies, but which the Bridegroom redeems.
(This is the only place where I transposed a line for musical purposes, here
from the fifth line of the original stanza 23 to the second line.) In No. 14, “if
you found me dark before,” as in the similar Song of Solomon passage, refers
to a peasant—tanned or swarthy by working under the sun in the fields and
vineyards—who is noticeably darker than someone of high rank. Aminadab in
No. 18 is Satan, who, by the end, is nowhere to be found.
At times the inspiration of the Spain of St. John of the Cross may be guessed at.
Plucked cellos may be reminiscent of a guitar, the tambourine may recall a dance,
and the swaying twos against threes may bring to mind music from the late
Renaissance. The juxtaposition of spirituality and earthiness, each echoing and
symbolizing the other, will be found here, as it is in music from that time. More
than feints, however, toward this or that musical landmark are not to be found, I
don’t believe.
My love of modes will be evident. There isn’t too much by way of musical riddles,
but text-painting is everywhere. In No. 6 “O crystal spring,” the women’s voices
mirror themselves and likewise do the men’s; the “if only” imitative part gradually
spreads out as ripples.
Music, lending voice and texture to words that they themselves cannot denote,
is nevertheless hindered. From the many layers of meaning that St. John of the
Cross points to in his commentary, I could focus on only one or two in each
stanza as I chose a musical tapestry. But music, like love, has its own reasons, and
in this I rest, hoping that there may be untapped surprises and comfort in any
performance of Canticle.
– Kile Smith
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CANTICLE BY KILE SMITH

I. The Search for the Beloved
1. Meditation
2. The Bride: Where have you hidden yourself
3. Question to the Creatures
4. Answer of the Creatures
5. The Bride: Alas! who can heal me?
6. O crystal spring!
II. Preparations for Perfect Union
7. Meditation
8. Turn them away, O my Beloved!
9. The Bridegroom: Return, my Dove!
10. My Beloved is the mountains
11. The Bridegroom: Swift-winged birds
III. Full Union
12. Meditation
13. The bride has entered
14. The Bride: Our bed is in flower
15. The little white dove
16. In solitude she lived
17. The Bride: Let us rejoice
18. No one saw it

I. The Search for the Beloved
1. Meditation

T E X T & T R A N S L AT I O N S

2. The Bride: Where have you hidden yourself
Where have you hidden yourself,
and abandoned me in my groaning, O my Beloved?
You fled like the stag,
after wounding me.
I ran after you, crying; but you were gone.
O shepherds, you who go
through the sheepfolds to the hill,
if by chance you see him
whom I love the most,
tell him I languish, suffer, and die.
In search of my Love,
I will go over mountains and riverbanks,
and gather no flowers,
and fear no beasts,
and pass by the mighty and the frontiers.
3. Question to the Creatures
O forests and thickets
planted by the hand of the Beloved!
O verdant meadows
enameled with flowers!
Tell me, has he passed by you?
4. Answer of the Creatures
Pouring out a thousand graces
he quickly passed these groves,
and having looked at them,
with only his image
clothed them in beauty.
5. The Bride: Alas! who can heal me?
Alas! who can heal me?
Give yourself at once to me,
do not send me
any more messengers today
And all who wander sing to me
a thousand graceful things of you,
yet they wound me more and more,
and leave me to die,
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of I know not what, from all their stammering.
But how do you persevere,
O life, not living where you live,
and being brought near death
by the arrows you receive
from your imaginations of the Beloved?
Why, after wounding
this heart, have you not healed it?
And why, after stealing it,
have you abandoned it,
and not carried away the stolen goods?
Quench my troubles,
none can soothe them.
Let my eyes behold you,
for you are their light,
and I will keep them for you alone.
Reveal your presence,
and let the vision and your beauty kill me.
Behold, the malady
of love is incurable
except in your presence and before your face.
6. O crystal spring!
O crystal spring!
If only on your mirrored surface
you would suddenly bring forth
those desired eyes
which are outlined deep in my heart!
II. Preparations for Perfect Union
7. Meditation

10. My Beloved is the mountains
My Beloved is the mountains,
the solitary wooded valleys,
the strange islands,
the resounding rivers,
the whispering amorous breeze;
The tranquil night
at the approaching dawn,
the silent music,
the murmuring solitude,
the supper reviving and enkindling love.
Catch us the foxes,
for our vineyard is in flower;
while we make an intricate
wreath of roses
let no one appear on the hill.
O killing north wind, cease!
Come, south wind, that awakens love!
Blow through my garden,
and let its odors flow,
and the Beloved will feed among the flowers.
O nymphs of Judea!
While among the flowers and the roses
the amber spreads its perfume,
tarry on the outskirts,
and do not touch our thresholds.
Hide yourself, O my Beloved!
Turn your face to the mountains,
and do not speak,
but regard the companions
going with her through strange islands.

8. Turn them away, O my Beloved!
Turn them away, O my Beloved!
I am on the wing. …
9. The Bridegroom: Return, my Dove!
… Return, my Dove!
The wounded stag
looms on the hill
in the air of your flight and is refreshed.
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11. The Bridegroom: Swift-winged birds
Swift-winged birds,
lions and fawns and bounding does,
mountains and valleys and river banks,
waters, winds, and heat,
and the terrors that keep watch by night;
By the pleasant lyres
and the siren strains, I conjure you,
let your fury cease,
and touch not the wall,
that the bride may sleep more securely.
III. Full Union
12. Meditation
13. The bride has entered
The bride has entered
the sweet garden of her desire;
she rests in delight,
resting her neck
on the sweet arms of the Beloved.
Beneath the apple tree
where your mother was corrupted,
there were you betrothed;
there I offered you my hand,
and redeemed you.
14. The Bride: Our bed is in flower
Our bed is in flower,
by dens of lions encompassed,
hung with purple,
made in peace,
and crowned with a thousand shields of gold.
In your footsteps
maidens run along the way;
the touch of the fire
and the spiced wine
cause the divine balsam to flow in me.
In the inner cellar
I drank of my Beloved,
and when I went abroad
over all this valley I knew nothing
and lost the flock I followed before.
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There he gave me his breast,
and taught me the science of sweetness.
And there I gave to him
myself without reserve;
there I promised to be his bride.
Now I occupy my soul
and all my substance in his service;
I no longer guard the flock,
nor have I any other work:
My every act is love.
If, then, on the common land
I am no longer seen or found,
you will say that I am lost;
that, stricken by love,
I lost myself, and yet was found.
With flowers and emeralds
gathered on cool mornings
we shall weave garlands
flowering in your love,
and bound with one hair of my head.
You considered
that one hair fluttering on my neck;
you gazed at it upon my neck;
you were captivated,
and wounded by one of my eyes.
When you regarded me
your eyes imprinted your grace in me;
for this you loved me ardently;
and thus my eyes deserved
to adore what they saw in you.
Despise me not;
for if you found me dark before,
you truly now you can look at me,
since you regarded me,
and gave me grace and beauty.
15. The little white dove
The little white dove
has returned to the ark with an olive branch;
and now the turtledove
has found its longed-for mate
by the green river banks.
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16. In solitude she lived
In solitude she lived,
in solitude she now has built her nest,
in solitude he guides her,
alone, he, who also bears
in solitude the wound of love.
17. The Bride: Let us rejoice
Let us rejoice, Beloved,
let us go forth to see ourselves in your beauty,
to the mountain and to the hill,
where the pure water flows,
and farther, deep into the thicket.
We shall go at once
to the deep caverns in the rock
which are so well concealed.
There we shall enter in
and taste the juice of pomegranates.
There you will show me
what my soul has been seeking,
and then you will give me—
you, my life, will give me there—
what you gave me on that other day:
The breathing of the air,
the song of the sweet nightingale,
the grove and its beauty
in the serene night,
with a flame that is consuming and painless.
18. No one saw it
No one saw it,
nor did Aminadab appear.
The siege relaxed,
and the cavalry,
at the sight of the waters, descended.
Text: A Spiritual Canticle of the Soul and the Bridegroom Christ
by St. John of the Cross (1542–1591), translations by David Lewis (1864),
with corrections by Benedict Zimmerman, O.C.D. (1909), and, in the
Catholic Treasury, updates of pronouns added by Harry Plantinga (1993/5,
public domain).
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ABOUT KILE SMITH

Rapidly gaining national and
international acclaim, the music
of Kile Smith is hailed by critics,
performers, and audiences for its
emotional power, direct appeal,
strong voice, and sheer beauty.
The Consolation of Apollo continues its
run of multiple national and international
performances, inspired by the 50th
Anniversary of Apollo 8. Choirs singing this
include the Kansas City Chorale, The 24 and the National Youth Choirs
(UK), Verdigris Ensemble (Dallas), Ars Nova Singers (Colorado), Red
Shift (Baton Rouge), Auckland Youth Choir, Charlotte Master Chorale,
Stare at the Sun (Chicago), and the PA Music Educators Association
District 11 Choir.
The Vocal Arts Ensemble of Cincinnati recorded and released Canticle
in 2018, along with a new Alleluia. The Crossing releases the 65-minute
The Arc in the Sky on CD in 2019. Westminster Choir College premiered
Kile’s Of the Father’s Love Begotten. The L.A. Choral Lab gives multiple
2019 performances of his Shakespeare setting And Good in Every Thing.
Khorikos premiered Kile’s setting of the Robert Lax poem my son my son
in New York City, and in Baton Rouge Red Shift premiered his new carol
setting I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day.
Lyric Fest releases an all–Kile Smith vocal CD, In This Blue Room, in
2019. The Arcadian Trio commissioned Spirituals for Piano Trio for 2019
concerts. Anna and Erik Meyer premiere their flute and organ commission
A Child’s Afternoon in October.
Kile’s working on his first opera, The Book of Job, which was awarded
an Independence Foundation grant. Commissions for Ursinus College,
Piffaro, and others are coming up.
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SINGERS

SINGERS

Soprano

Tenor

Mela Sarajane Dailey Estelí Gomez
(Austin, TX)
(Watsonville, CA)

Gitanjali Mathur
(Austin, TX)

Kathlene Ritch*
(Santa Fe, NM)

Shari Wilson
(Austin, TX )

Alissa Ruth Suver
(Nashville, TN)

Stefanie Moore
(Los Angeles, CA)

Carr Hornbuckle
(San Antonio, TX)

David Kurtenbach
(San Francisco, CA)

Jos Milton*
(Oxford, MS)

Wilson Nichols
(New York, NY)

Jason Vest
(Cincinnati, OH)

Alto

Bass

Lara Alami
Ana Baida
(Bloomfield Hills, MI) (Atlanta, GA)
		

Sarah Brauer
(Portland, OR)

Lauren McAllister
(Cincinnati, OH)

Cameron Beauchamp Rick Gabrillo*
(San Antonio, TX)
(Round Rock, TX)

Robert Harlan
(Austin, TX)

Tim O’Brien
(Austin, TX)

*Denotes section leader

Laura
Mercado-Wright*
(Austin, TX)
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Keely Rhodes
(Austin, TX)

John Proft
(Austin, TX)

Sean Taylor
(Brownsville, TX)
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I N S T R U M E N TA L I S T S

MARCH MODERNS AUDIENCE SURVEY

Thank you for attending the March Moderns Festival. Please take a
moment to complete this survey so that we can continue to shape your
time with us and collect information requested by our funders. Following
the concert, please return this survey to an usher at the front of the
house. We appreciate your feedback and look forward to seeing you at
an upcoming event!
Stephen Redfield
violin
(Hattiesburg, MS)
Vanguard,
Songs for Muska

Utah Hamrick
double bass
(Universal City, TX)
Vanguard

Caleb Polashek
violin
(Austin, TX)
Vanguard

Anna Park
cello
(Austin, TX)
Canticle

Bruce Williams
viola
(Austin, TX)
Vanguard

Sara Nelson
cello
(Austin, TX)
Canticle

Douglas Harvey
cello
(Austin, TX)
Vanguard,
Songs for Muska,
Canticle

Matthew Teodori
percussion/
vibraphone
(Austin, TX )
Songs for Muska,
Canticle

1. What is your city of residence?
o Austin, TX
o San Antonio, TX
o Houston, TX
o Victoria, TX
o Other (please write in city and state):
2. How did you hear about this event?
o TV
o Radio
o Social Media
o Website
o Online Listing
o Word of Mouth
o Other
3. Are you a first-time Conspirare attendee?
o Yes
o No
4. What is your racial or ethnic background?

Thomas Burritt
percussion
(Austin, TX)
Songs for Muska

Joshua Chai
rehearsal pianist
(Austin, TX)
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Faith DeBow
piano
(San Marcos, TX)
Rehearsal Pianist,
Vanguard

Rachel Brandwein
harp
(Minneapolis, MN)
Songs for Muska

Joel Hobbs
mandolin
(Austin, TX)
Songs for Muska

5. Please select any of the following that apply to you:
o Child (<12)
o Youth (12-18)
o College Student
o Senior Citizen
o Woman
o Man
o Non-binary/third gender
o Veteran
o Visually impaired
o Hearing impaired
o Mentally impaired
o Otherwise impaired
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PRE-CONCERT SPEAKER

6. Please rate the following items.
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

Concert
Location
Ticket Price
Ease of Ticket
Purchase
Parking
Venue Temperature
Restrooms

7. Were the facilities accessible?
o Yes
o No
8. Did you attend the pre-concert talk?
o Yes
o No
9. What would you like us to know about your experience?

10. What would you tell a friend about your Conspirare experience?

11. I attended and/or plan to attend these March Moderns concerts
o Vangaurd
o Songs for Muska
o Canticle
12. Please feel free to elaborate further on any question above, or
your experience in general, in the space below.

Thank you for completing this survey! If you would like to be
entered into a drawing to win a pair of tickets to each of our 19-20
season concerts, please write your email address below. We will
draw one e-mail address at noon on April 5.

Dr. Penny Brandt is the Artistic
Director of the Women Composers
Festival of Hartford, Head of
Development for the Institute for
Composer Diversity, an Adjunct
Lecturer for the Minor in Arts
Management & Administration
Program and the Musicology
Department at the Butler School
of Music at the University of Texas at Austin, and a
freelance speaker, writer, consultant, and musician.
Dr. Brandt has presented her research on activism in music by women
composers at the national meeting of the Society for Music Theory, the
Women XXI conference in Portugal, as a guest blogger for the Women’s
Philharmonic Advocacy, and in other academic settings. She previously
taught courses in music history and gender studies at the University
of Connecticut while earning a Ph.D. in Music Theory & History with
an outside concentration in Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies,
culminating in her 2017 dissertation “A Marriage and its Music: the
work of Elsa Olivieri Sangiacomo Respighi in fascist Italy.” Described
as an “excellent music director” (Talkin’ Broadway), Dr. Brandt has
led dozens of musical theater productions in the United States and
Canada. She has performed as a collaborative pianist around the world,
including at the IKFEM: International Keyboard Festival & Masterclass
in Valença, Portugal, the International Vocal Arts Workshop in Grožnjan,
Croatia, and at the Interlochen Summer Arts Academy in Michigan.
Most recently, she appeared at Lady Quackenbush’s Cakery’s open mic
night here in Austin, accompanying her two-year old in a well-received
performance of “Baby Shark.”

email address:
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ABOUT CONSPIRARE

Now celebrating its 25th
Anniversary Season,
Conspirare is a Grammy®
award–winning and
internationally recognized
choir with a reputation
for “expanding the
boundaries of choral
performance”
(Wall Street Journal).
Conspirare, which translates from Latin as “to breathe together,” is led by
founder and Artistic Director Craig Hella Johnson, and is comprised of
soloists from around the country. Conspirare’s extensive discography
includes 11 releases on the Harmonia Mundi label. The 2014 album
The Sacred Spirit of Russia won the Grammy for Best Choral Performance.
Conspirare’s ambitious mission is to engage the power of music to change
lives. Through its artistic excellence, creative programming, commissioning,
and educational endeavors, the organization has established itself as an
agent of change and a bedrock of the Texas arts community and beyond.
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In 2008, Threshold of Night (music by Tarik O’Regan) also received two
nominations, including Best Classical Album. The 2009 PBS television
special “A Company of Voices: Conspirare in Concert” received the
Grammy Award nomination for Best Classical Crossover, and Pablo Neruda:
The Poet Sings was nominated for Best Choral Performance in 2016.
Conspirare’s “astonishing” (Bay Area Reporter) 2012 recording
of works by Samuel Barber includes two new arrangements for chamber
choir and orchestra by Robert Kyr. In Europe, Harmonia Mundi’s
re-release of Requiem in 2009 won the Netherlands’ prestigious 2010
Edison Award. In 2015, Path of Miracles was awarded the Preis der
Deutschen Schallplattenkritik in Germany. Conspirare represented the U.S.
at the Eighth World Symposium on Choral Music in Copenhagen in 2008,
joining invited choirs from nearly 40 countries. In 2012, the group was
invited to France for six performances at the Polyfollia Festival and a public
concert in Paris. In 2016, the Olavsfestdagene festival, in Trondheim,
Norway, presented the group in a collaboration with the internationally
acclaimed ensemble Trondheimsolistene.

Conspirare’s current touring project, Considering Matthew Shepard,
is a three-part oratorio composed by Craig Hella Johnson. The work, which
debuted at number four on Billboard’s Traditional Classical Chart, is an
evocative and compassionate musical response to the murder of Matthew
Shepard. The Washington Post calls the impact “immediate, profound
and, at times, overwhelming.” The album received a Grammy nomination.
Conspirare debuted Considering Matthew Shepard in Austin in 2016, and
presented the work at Boston Symphony Hall and Texas A&M in 2016-17.
The work is being presented as part of a national tour in 2018.

Conspirare has performed throughout the U.S., including appearances
as a featured choir at the American Choral Directors Association annual
conference and regional ACDA conventions. At home, Conspirare performs
a full annual season in Austin and Central Texas where it has received
ongoing recognition from local organizations and critics. Artistic Director
Craig Hella Johnson was named Texas State Musician. The group is also
committed to an ongoing outreach program which includes free community
Big Sings and performances at Travis County Correctional Facility. In 2013,
Conspirare became a Resident Company of Austin’s Long Center for the
Performing Arts. Conspirare is a growing organization, and while known
for the flagship vocal ensemble, the organization also boasts the Conspirare
Symphonic Choir (a large auditioned ensemble that performs works for
chorus, often with instrumental ensemble), the Conspirare Chamber
Orchestra, and Conspirare Youth Choirs, an educational program made
up of three choirs (Prelude, Kantorei, and Allegro) under the direction of
Nina Revering.

Conspirare has commissioned works from wide-ranging composers
including David Lang, Tarik O’Regan, Jocelyn Hagen, Donald Grantham,
Eric Whitacre, Nico Muhly, Mark Adamo, Robert Kyr, Jake Heggie, and Eric
Banks. A commitment to new music and willingness to showcase a broad
context through diverse programming is evident from the first recording
in 2004. Through the green fuse features a Gaelic hymn, African-American
spirituals, and works by Sibelius, Stephen Foster and Eric Whitacre, among
others. It was followed in 2006 by Requiem (works by Howells, Whitacre,
and Pizzetti) which received two Grammy Award nominations.

Performing Note
Conspirare has the privilege of performing in a variety of beautiful venues that best
enhance choral performances. While our performing venues and the text of some
of our repertoire may be representative of specific traditions, it is in no way intended
to exclude any individual whose experience or set of beliefs is not represented.
Conspirare respects and celebrates the great diversity of religious, artistic and human
experiences represented among our singers and audience members. The audience
creates the space in which the music is held.
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CRAIG HELLA JOHNSON

As Conspirare’s founder and
Artistic Director, Johnson
assembles some of today’s
finest singers to form a
world-class ensemble.
Johnson is also music director of the
Cincinnati Vocal Arts Ensemble and
conductor emeritus of the Victoria Bach
Festival. He has served as guest conductor
with Austin Symphony, San Antonio Symphony, Oregon Bach Festival,
Harvard University and many others in Texas, the U.S. and abroad.
Through these activities, as well as Conspirare’s many recordings on the
internationally distributed [PIAS]harmonia mundi label, Johnson brings
national and international recognition to the Texas musical community.
Beloved by audiences, lauded by critics and composers, and revered
by musicians, Johnson is known for crafting musical journeys that create
deep connections between performer and listener. A unique aspect
of Johnson’s programming is his signature “collage” style: marrying
music of many styles from classical to popular to create moving
experiences. The Wall Street Journal has praised Johnson’s ability to
“find the emotional essence other performers often miss.” Composer
and collaborator Robert Kyr has observed that “Craig’s attitude toward
creating a community of artists…goes beyond technical mastery into
that emotional depth and spiritual life of the music.”
Johnson was Director of Choral Activities at the University of Texas
at Austin from 1990-2001 and remains an active educator, teaching
workshops and clinics statewide, nationally, and internationally. In fall
2012 he became the first Artist-in-Residence at Texas State University
School of Music.
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A composer and arranger, Johnson works with G. Schirmer
Publishing on the Craig Hella Johnson Choral Series, featuring
specially selected composers as well as some of his own original
compositions and arrangements. His music is also published by
Alliance Music Publications. Johnson’s pieces are in high demand
by choirs across the United States who also commission his work.

Beloved by audiences, lauded by critics and
composers, and revered by musicians, Johnson is
known for crafting musical journeys that create
deep connections between performer and listener.
Johnson’s first concert-length composition Considering Matthew
Shepard was premiered and recorded by Conspirare for a 2016
CD release. The Bay Area Reporter wrote: “Considering Matthew
Shepard is a deeply American piece, performed with utter dedication
by performers for whom it was composed. But its universality lies in
the fact that it could be performed by many others – and must be, for
all our sakes.”
Johnson’s accomplishments have been recognized with numerous
awards and honors. Notably among them, he and Conspirare won a
2014 Grammy® for Best Choral Performance, Chorus America
granted him the Michael Korn Founders Award for Development
of the Professional Choral Art in 2015, and the Texas State
Legislature named him Texas State Musician for 2013. Other honors
have included 2008 induction into the Austin Arts Hall of Fame,
Chorus America’s 2009 Louis Botto Award for Innovative Action
and Entrepreneurial Zeal, and the 2011 Citation of Merit from
international professional music fraternity Mu Phi Epsilon. Johnson
studied at St. Olaf College, the Juilliard School, and the University of
Illinois, and earned his doctorate at Yale University.
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DONORS

We thank every individual, foundation, business, and government agency for your
investments in Conspirare’s mission to change lives through the power of music.
This list represents gifts made from September 1, 2017 through February 15, 2019.
When we make music, we make it together.
* Denotes Hella Circle members
+ Denotes Considering Matthew Shepard donors
# Denotes Legacy of Sound 2 donors
$ 5 0 ,0 00 +
Anonymous+
Anonymous*+#
Bloomberg Philanthropies
City of Austin – Cultural Arts Division
Lynne Dobson & Greg Wooldridge*
H-E-B Tournament of Champions
Tina & Dale Knobel*+
Wendi & Brian Kushner*+#
National Endowment for the Arts+
South Texas Money Management#
Eva & Marvin Womack*+#
$ 2 0 ,0 00- $49, 999
Ann & Gordon Getty Foundation
Anonymous*#
Anonymous+#
Ginger & Michael Blair*+#
Casey Blass & Lee Manford*+#
Marvin Brittman*+#
Fran & Larry Collmann*+#
Lara & Robert Harlan*+
Richard Hartgrove & Gary Cooper*+#
Per Stirling Group
Susan & Jack Robertson*+#
Gayle & Mike Roche*+
Russell Hill Rogers Fund for the Arts
Still Water Foundation
Rachael & Ben F. Vaughan Foundation
$ 1 0 ,0 00- $19, 999
Anonymous+#
Mark Bierner*+#
Dixie Camp#
Eric Copper+
Danna & Crutch Crutchfield*+
Susanna & Richard Finnell*+#
Sandy & Bill Fivecoat*+#
Carol & Chris Elms*+#
Trish & Robert Karli*+#
Keating Family Foundation
The Kodosky Foundation, Gail & Jeff Kodosky*+
Monica & JP O’Sullivan
Stu Phillips*+
Corey Proffitt, Toyota Motor N.A.+
DeDe Rogers+
Texas Commission on the Arts
Joni Wallace*+
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$ 5 , 0 0 0 - $ 99 9 9
Elizabeth Armstrong+#
Nancy & Randy Baden*+
Joyce & Ken Beck*+
Bill Bednar*+#
Janis & David Claflin*+
Paula D’Arcy, Red Bird Foundation+
Mela Sarajane Dailey & Peter Bay+
Mary & Phil Delk+
Joanne & John Earls, The John C. Griswold
Family Foundation+
Jim Ferguson & Art Sansone+
James K. Ferguson Foundation+
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Hoisington Investment Management Co.
Sherry & Gary Jacobson*+
Cheline Jaidar*
Craig Hella Johnson & Phil Overbaugh*+
Mary Kevorkian & Tom Holzbach*+
Angie & Steve Larned*+
Kathy & Henry Leighton*
Nancy Lesch & Janet Bezner*+
Susan & Craig Lubin*+#
Merick Strategies
Suzanne Mitchell & Richard Zansitis*+
Elizabeth & Jerele Neeld*+
Ozden Ochoa*
Dee Anne & Steven Paulson*+
Quartz Financial
Nancy Quinn & Thomas Driscoll+#
Linda & Robert Ramsey+
Duane Roth*
Cyndee & David Rust
Nancy Scanlan*+
Bernadette Tasher*+
Johanna & Mitch Vernick*+
Julia & Stephen Wilkinson
Patricia & Chris Yost*+
$ 2 , 5 0 0 - $ 4, 9 9 9
Anonymous (2)*+
James Arth*+
Denise & Timothy Burke+
Fleur Christensen
Catherine Clark+
Mary Anne Connolly*+

Angela Crisara
Susan & John Fox
Glenda Goehrs*+
Cynthia Gonzales & Bill Guajardo*+
Helen & Bob Hays*+
Jay Henry & Marc Coté*
Ronald Jernigan+
Marjorie Johnson*
Karen Kibler & Tom Grimes
Eric Leibrock*+
Gomer Lesch+
Marcia Manhart
Joyce Mayer
Leigh McAlister+
Becky & Ted Mercado*+
The Cynthia and George Mitchel
Foundation
Michele Morrison
Margaret Murray-Miller & Carl Caricari*+
Judy & Douglas Rhodes
Teresa Ringness*
Cason Swindle*
Mary Walker
Kathleen Wicoff*+
Julia & Patrick Willis*+
$1,000-$2,499
Randy Adair
Anonymous+
Anonymous*+
Margaret & Robert Ayres
Wayne Baker*
Laurie & Britt Barr
Linda & Nick van Bavel*
Margaret & Robert Berdahl
Victoria & Robert Bergin*
Anne Bertholf*
Vera Bowen+
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Linda & Ken Holmen+
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Carr Hornbuckle & Jack Leifer+
Peggy Howard & Bill Wood*
Joan & Paul Hudson*
Pam & Rick Huffman*
David Hunt+
Bill Ikard
Daniel Jackson
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Kathleen Kinney*+
KMFA
Donna Knox*
Claire Korioth
Dina Kuntz+
Lucille Lamy*
Lou Ann & Bill Lasher+
Kati Lewis+
Cindy Libera+
LiveOak Venture Partners
Sheila Lummis*
Suzanne McAllister*+
Amy McCaffrey+
Janet McCullar*+
Ruth McGregor+
Kay & Tom McHorse
Lisa McLean & Michael Dennis Browne+
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Louise Reeser
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Barbara Schutz+
Tony Sessi
Marilyn Sharratt+
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Helen Fraser
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Karen & Leroy Haverlah+
Megan & Michael Helmbrecht*
Margaret Henderson
Kelli & Van Jr. Hoisington
Carolyn Hynson
Judith Jellison & Robert Duke
Karen & Donald Kirmis+
Lynn Knaupp & John Griffin+
Mina Kumar
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Jodi Lazar
Emily Little*+
Karoline & Daniel Liu
Mary G. Lund+
Joey Martin+
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Sara McIntosh+
Debe & Kevin McKeand
Karen McLaughlin*
Mary Jane McReynolds+
Anthony Medley+
Susan & John Meurling+
Barbara Miller+
Linda Monk
Louise Morse
Lynn & Bob Murphy+
Eric Neuville
Marcia Noebels+
Kathie & Peter Nycklemoe
Ann Marie Olson
Aurelia Palubeckas
Linda & Paul Parrish*+
Sonny Payne
Pelton Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Frederick Pestorius
Jan & Joseph Pickle
Andrea Pobanz*+
Paul Povse
Katy & Buzz Pruitt*
Louis Renaud
David Renner+
Karin Richmond*+
John Roberson
Marianne Rochelle
Leilani Rose+
Michal Rosenberger*
Rotary Clubs of Austin
Deborah & Ed Rupp*+
Carmine Salvucci & Steve Brister+
Mary & Jo-Michael Scheibe
Jan & Harold Schneider
Michelle Schumann & Matt Orem*
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Gabrielle Sigel
Carol Smith & Barbara Corbin+
Jare & Jim Smith*
Katy & Chris Steiner*
Mae Stoll*
Marion Lear Swaybill+
Linda & John Thomas
Chris Tokunga
Julie Toler*
Faith & Don Trapp*+
Dale & Roy Truitt*
Anne & Tony Vance*
Patricia & Curtis Wyman
Tim Young+

$250-$499
Albertsons Safeway
Amazon Smile Campaign
Anonymous (2)
Robbie & Tom Ausley
Steve Baker
Roland Barrera*
Barbara & Kevin Barry+
Cindy & Pat Behling
Bridgette Beinecke+
Ingrid & Nathan Bick
Dianne & Douglas Brehmer Bailey+
Neil Bubke*
Anne Byars
Janet Campbell
Paul Carapetyan+
Karen & Clay Cary
Elizabeth & Nathaniel Chapin+
Thomas Christie+
Nathasha & David Collmann
Nancy Crichlow+
Paul Cummings
Suzanne & Louie Danuser
Mary Alice Debow*
Karl Dent+
Nin & Jeffrey Di Leo+
Kathryn Doane
Dianne Donovan & Mitch Watkins+
Timothy Dowler+
Pam Edgerly
Dana & Tim Effler+
George Elliman
Calla Feucht
Kemper Florin
Jody Gillit
Kendal & Ken Gladish+
Denise & Robert Gomez
Melissa Gray+
Glenn Haluska
Roxie & Jim Hayne
HQ 83
Melissa Huebsch-Stroud*
Sylvia & David Jabour
Cecile Johnson+
Vonciel & Larry Keister+
Ervin Knezek+
Roberta & Richard Lang*
Bonnie & Sidney Lanier
Hillary Larson+
Kevin Lemoine+
Cameron Lockley*
Alaire & Tom Lowry+
Laura & Richard Matz
Virginia McDermott & William Schleuse
Kate McKenna*
Jeanie Miley+
Janet Miller+
Phyllis Miller
Rebecca Miller*

Evan Morgan
Fran & Steven Moss
Jane Niemi+
Gretchen Olson Kopp+
Jonathan Palant+
Janna Paulson
Jean Permann
Steve Pyhrr
Robert Radebaugh+
Flo Ann Randle+
Joanne & Jerome Ravel
Keely Rhodes
Erma & Chris Richter+
Kathlene Ritch & Scott Noakes*+
Jan & Robert Ryan
Kirsten & John Ryden
Safeway Inc.
Gwenn Sandoz
Dennis Schaffer
William Schleuse
Sally Schott
April Schweighart
Valerie Serice
Peter Shestok
Carole & Charles Sikes
Derald Skeen
Bea Ann Smith*
Anna & Don Sorensen*
Marga Speicher+
Asher Streets
Franklin Tinney+
Joan Tonn
Lauren Vick*
Julie Ward*
Trudy Waters & John Bennett
Andrew West
Katherine & Steve White*
James Williams
Ted Yanecek
Joyce Zehr+
Conspirare also thanks all donors of gifts
under $250 and regrets that space does
not permit the listing of each name.
Your support is equally appreciated.
We strive to publish an accurate donor list.
If an error or omission is noted, please
let us know by calling Sam Henderson at
512.476.5775.
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D O N O R S P O T L I G H T Eric Copper

A member of Conspirare’s Symphonic Choir,
Eric Copper is a force for good. He began his
commitment to Conspirare by being part of an
extraordinary group of people who have given
Considering Matthew Shepard wings. Not only
did he invest substantially in the success of the
work, he also brought the music to his network
of friends and engaged them in conversations
about love and acceptance. Eric Copper has
worked tirelessly to ensure the public has access
to Considering Matthew Shepard.
Eric Copper is well known in the Austin real estate industry. Gary Keller,
founder of Keller Williams Realty International, quickly recognized Eric’s
leadership and emergence into the Austin market hiring Eric in 2006 as
the broker for his flagship offices where he led over 1,600 agents and
was responsible for over 7,000, transactions and $1B in sales annually.
Returning to his roots in 2010, he is actively selling again and his
accomplishments have continued to receive notoriety. Since 2012, Eric
was recognized as both the #1 top-selling agent in his company of over
800 agents and ranked #5 by the Austin Business Journal. Eric is a proud
member of the Top 50 and Elite 25™ organizations.
Born and raised in Chicago, Eric relocated to Austin in 2000 and is actively
involved in the community serving as a major contributor and volunteer
to several non-profit organizations that he is passionate about. In his free
time, Eric enjoys a wide variety of activities such as traveling, riding his
bike, boating, and skiing. You might also find him performing periodically
in musicals and singing in various venues. His most treasured time is with
family and friends.

BIG
SING
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PASSION

Where the audience is the choir
May 6, 6pm
Huston Tillotson
King-Seabrook Chapel

CONSPIRARE AMBASSADORS
Julie Adams
Kathleen Taylor
Janet Bezner
Greg Thompson
Linda Cameron
Veryan Thompson
Mary Cook
Carol Walker
Alice Day
Thressa Webb
Christine Duval
Wells Fargo Pride Team
Kathryn Ehlert
Kathleen Wicoff
Mary Alice DeBow
Edwin Williams
Michelle Fisher
Billie Woods
Stephanie Foster
Dripping Springs High School Choir
Bob Fullilove
PRODUCTION TEAM
Kate Fullilove
Christy Strange, Printed Program Content Director
Mary Gifford
Jennifer Braham, Program Designer
Wravan Godsoe
Robert Harlan, Stage Manager
Kathryn Govier
Viera Buzgova, Stage Manager
Shawn Hampton
Will Pearson, Assistant Stage Manager
Bill Hulsey
Jimmie Johnson
Henry Leighton
FRIENDS & SUPPORTERS
Rebecca Miller
Butler School of Music at The University of Texas
Kim Mosley
Buzgova, Meneses & Wellington Smith, LLC
Courtney Neva
KMFA
Barbara O’Brien
KUT/KUTX
Don O’Brien
McCarthy Print
Pat Reed
Seamus Murphy
Cynthia Reynolds
Phillip Overbaugh
Peach Reynolds
St. Martins Lutheran Church: Tim O’Brien, Peder
Patrice Sullivan
Sandager, Mike Kaase and Steve Weger
F E A T U R E D A M B A S S A D O R Carol Walker

Carol Walker grew up in Austin, married a preacher,
bore four children, and the family headed overseas
with the United Methodist Church to offer their services
in teaching and worship. Carol and the family headed
back to Texas in the ’80’s so that she could work on her
advanced degree. She completed her Ph.D., drove a
truck to Nicaragua with the Veterans Peace Convoy, and
participated in a number of other ventures. Also she
taught at UT and St. Edward’s University as a Peace with Justice educator.
In 1989 she sailed to the People’s Republic of China to teach advanced
teaching methodology to Chinese high school teachers.
In 2001, she commuted around the states leading workshops and worship
lifting up the need for trained Peace with Justice leaders. After retiring and
settling down in Austin, Carol has enjoyed 20+ years of volunteering as a
Conspirare Ambassador, or other help she can offer, such as visiting hospital
patients. She’s active in the Democratic political process, registering new
voters, and working the polls during election days. She and Robert Harlan
(Conspirare’s Technical Director/Stage Manager) get a laugh out of the
memory of driving her pick-up truck over to Bass Hall to borrow chairs in the
late ’90’s. That was somewhat out of the ordinary!
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Word of Mouth Catering

3

WAYS
TO GIVE

LEGACY
OF SOUND

A FUNDRAISER FOR

A MAJOR GIFTS CAMPAIGN
2

TRANSFORMING THE WORLD
THROUGH SONG

A SUSTAINABLE GIVING CAMPAIGN

BELIEVERS IN THE POWER OF
MUSIC TO CHANGE LIVES

AN ANNUAL CAMPAIGN

BE PART OF CONSPIRARE’S
MAINSTAY TEXT SONG TO 243725

Celebrate
a Vibrant
25 Years!
APRIL 26, 2019
HOTEL VAN ZANDT
Reserve your seat at
conspirare.org

FOR MORE INFORMATION, GO TO CONSPIRARE.ORG
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A Thousand Thoughts
A Live Documentary
with Kronos Quartet
and Sam Green
Mar 27
Bass Concert Hall

Photo by Pablo Raquielme

This multimedia
performance blends live
music and narration with
archival footage and filmed
interviews with prominent
artists to craft an important
record and exploration of
late 20th and early 21st
century music.

Gospel.
Experience Film.
Hip-Hop.
Jazz.
Subscribe & Save

Subscription tickets as low as $25

texasperformingarts.org

We’re Saving A Chair For You!
At Chez Zee we love birthdays,
anniversaries, weddings,
engagements, baby showers.
Celebrations for all of life’s events.
We make Amazing cakes.
And create Magical Celebrations.

Make a reservation today.
512.454.2666
chezzee.com

5406 Balcones Dr. | Austin Texas
512.454.2666 | chezzee.com

Now serving

wine and tea infused
sparkling cocktails

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Daily
and Brunch on Sundays
4400 N Lamar Blvd
512-977-8337
thesteepingroom.com

Lunch & Dinner
Drive Thru & Saturday Brunch
512 • 645 • 0214
5210 Airport Blvd. Austin, Texas 78751
www.salaandbettyatx.com

La Follia
Austin Baroque
Keith Womer, Director
Stephen Redfield, Concertmaster
2016 Recipient of

Austin Critic’s Table Award
for Ensemble Performance
2011, 2012 and 2016 Concerts
cited among

Top 10 Classical Music
Events in Austin

2017-18 Concert Season: All Bach!
September 2-3

Brandenburg Concertos 3, 5, 6

Austin Chronicle, KMFA

October 14-15

Bach Chamber Music

Tickets available now!
http://lafollia.org
(512) 879-6404

January 5-6

Bach’s Herd of Harpsichords
Concertos for 1-4 harpsichords

February 17-18

Cantatas 151, 82, and 8
(as Bach performed them)

April 7-8

Concerto Concert
with Anton Nel on harpsichord

This project is supported in part by
the Cultural Arts Division of the City
of Austin Economic Development
Department

THE ‘NEW’ BRAND

YOU’VE KNOWN FOR DECADES...

MARQUEE

REBOOTED!!

A Standing Ovation
For a Superlative
Performance

• LOCAL
• DEDICATED
• HUGE INVENTORY
• TRUSTED EXPERIENCE
Our commitment to service
and quality mean value to you.

AUSTIN | 512-491-7368

Thank you for 25 years of theatrical magic.
The positive impact your award-winning ensemble
performances have had on our community is immeasurable.
Here’s to 25 more years of inspiring performances and
standing ovations.
At University Federal Credit Union, we enthusiastically
share Conspirare’s goal of enrichment. We also aim to
make every stage of our Members’ financial lives more
rewarding. Visit UFCU.org, call (512) 467-8080 or stop by
any financial center to learn more.

Federally insured by NCUA

Choral Department
Master of Music

Texas State University

Choral Conducting

Choral Conducting Symposium

Craig Hella Johnson
Artist in Residence

Highly competitive scholarships and assistantships
Podium time with all four large ensembles

featuring the Texas State
choral faculty including
Craig Hella Johnson

Two candidates accepted each year
Option for summers only
(limited enrollment)

Joey M. Martin
Jonathan Babcock

Joey M. Martin
Director of Choral Activities

Jonathan Babcock

Save the Date

Assoc. Director of Choral Activities

Lynn Brinckmeyer

for our Spring 2019 Concert

Moonrise
May 3 & 4, 2019

Director of Choral Music Education

Craig Aamot

June 24–28, 2019

Lecturer of Choral Music

Texas State University
Performing Arts Center
Application deadline
January 15, 2019
Auditions held
February 25, 2019

St. Martin’s Lutheran Church

Now scheduling auditions
conspirare.org/youth-choirs
For more information and to register, visit choirs.music.txstate.edu
Texas State University, to the extent not in conflict with federal or state law, prohibits discrimination or harassment on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, sex, religion, disability,
veterans’ status, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression. If you require accommodations due to a disability in order to participate, please contact 512.245.3830 at least 72 hours
in advance of the event. Texas State University is a tobacco-free campus.

18‐535 9‐18

